LEADING THE GRAPHENE COMMUNITY
The Graphene Flagship is an accelerator of collaborations and sharing of knowledge in the field of graphene and related
materials in Europe as well as worldwide. Apart from collaborations taking place between partners and associated members
of the Graphene Flagship consortium, a number of different activities are arranged to create engagement and inspiration in
the global graphene community and beyond.
COLLABORATING WITH RESEARCHERS WORLDWIDE
European research is taking place in a global context and
building bridges for keeping up and sharing knowledge and
experience with the rest of the world is important. For this
reason, intercontinental workshops between the Graphene
Flagship and its counterparts in USA, Japan, Korea and
China are held on a yearly basis. Moreover, Europe’s most
influential conference on graphene and related materials,
Graphene Week, is organised yearly by the Graphene
Flagship. This is a truly international event where delegates
and invited speakers from all corners of the world come
together to present the latest research in graphene and
related materials.
TAKING GRAPHENE INNOVATION TO INDUSTRY
In its mission to bring graphene innovation to
the market, the Graphene Flagship creates
networking opportunities that raise awareness of graphene and related materials
within European industries. A series of
workshops focusing on specific topics
is bringing industry needs and
technology breakthroughs together
in collaborative innovation projects
bridging academia and industry. As
the technology readiness level of
graphene research is getting higher the
Graphene Flagship is also regularly exhibiting prototypes and products at trade fairs
such as Mobile World Congress in Barcelona,
Spain and Composites Europe and Medica in Düsseldorf,
Germany.

FOSTERING THE NEXT GENERATION
The Graphene Flagship actively works to create activities
specially designed to stir curiosity and promote scientific
excellence within the younger generations. A yearly school,
Graphene Study, provides students and early-career
researchers with the opportunity to learn from and engage
with leading experts in the field as well as to build networks
for their future careers. For the youngest public, playful and
interactive exhibitions are created in forums such as Youth
Mobile Festival in Barcelona, Spain and Science Centres
such as Universeum in Gothenburg, Sweden.

GRAPHENE FLAGSHIP

FROM ACADEMIC LABORATORIES TOWARDS NEW TECHNOLOGIES

The Graphene Flagship was launched by the European
Union in 2013 as part of its largest research initiative ever.
With a budget of €1 billion it represents a new form of
joint, coordinated research initiative on an unprecedented
scale. The overall goal of the Graphene Flagship is to take
graphene and related materials from the realm of academic
laboratories into European society, facilitating economic

growth and creating new jobs, in the space of ten years.
Through a combined academic-industrial consortium
consisting of 145 partners in over 20 European countries,
the research effort covers the entire value chain, from
materials production to components and system integration,
and targets a number of specific goals that exploit the
unique properties of graphene.

“Our mission is to take graphene and related materials from the
academic laboratories to the factory floor. After four years we see that
the focus of the Graphene Flagship is moving from materials development
towards the realisation of full components, devices and systems integration.
We are exactly on schedule and I am very confident that we will reach
the goal we have set for ourselves and Europe.”
JARI KINARET, DIRECTOR OF THE GRAPHENE FLAGSHIP

SECURING HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENT
A vital part of developing new materials is making sure
that they are safe during the entire lifetime of the products
they are used in. The Graphene Flagship has
already invested close to €9 million on the
topic and its specialists across Europe
are constantly monitoring and evaluating
research results within the area.

KEY FIGURES

• 145 partners
in 21 countries
• 77 associated
members
• 29 partnering
projects

ACADEMIA 42%

• Projected
EC-funding: €381
million under FP7
and Horizon 2020
• 1 600 + scientific
publications

• 1 676 people
involved

RESEARCH ORGANISATIONS 22%

INDUSTRY 36%

• 6 spin-off
companies

• 35 000 +
citations
• 25 patents
granted
• 43 products
launched

• 68% men
32% women

Figures as of
June 2018

A FET FLAGSHIP

FET FLAGSHIPS
twitter.com/FETFlagships
facebook.com/FETFlagships

The large scale and long-term nature of the Future and
Emerging Technology (FET) Flagships is crucial for establishing a broad collaboration that utilises interdisciplinary and
Europe-wide synergies. It reduces fragmentation as well as
allows states and enterprises to share the risks associated
with implementing a new technology. The sustained support
from the European Commission has enabled the creation
of a consortium including top scientists and key players

from potential application areas, and creating a network of
nationally and regionally funded projects involving a large
number of associated members. The Graphene Flagship
is an anchoring point for graphene related research
and development in Europe as well as in international
collaborations and it has put graphene on the agenda in
forums such as the Tallinn Digital Summit 2017 and Mobile
World Congress 2016, 2017 and 2018.

GRAPHENE FLAGSHIP
APPLICATION HIGHLIGHTS
INTERNET OF THINGS AND SENSORS

COMPOSITES

DATACOM

ENERGY

BIOMEDICAL TECHNOLOGIES

CHROMATIC EYE The chromatic eye contains
many different graphene photodetectors and is
able to sense the difference between a warm
but dark object (a human), a hot and bright
source (a fire) and a cold object blocking the
visible light (a door). It could be used as an
intelligent indoor tracking device or motion
sensor for security control.

MOTORCYCLE HELMET The graphene motorcycle helmet was launched as a commercial
product in 2016. A graphene coating allows
better distribution of impact force, making the
helmet less susceptible to damage compared
to helmets without graphene, even in high
temperature conditions.

FLEXIBLE THZ DETECTOR Demand for higher
bandwidth has led to research on unexplored
frequency spectrums, such as the terahertzband for 5G. The first flexible graphene-based
terahertz detector will enable new applications
in sensing and Internet of Things.

SOLAR CELLS Wide adoption of solar cell
technology calls for high efficiency, low cost
and long device lifetime. Perovskite materials
are promising for use in solar cells and
research has shown that graphene can boost
the efficiency of large area perovskite solar
modules to a world record high.

RETINAL PROSTHESIS INTERFACE
Researchers are exploring the electrical, flexible
and bio-compatible properties of graphene to
partially recover the sight of people that have
lost the functionality of the photosensitive cells
in the retina, which translate light into electrical
signals.

TEI CRETE/UNIVERSITA’ DI ROMA TOR VERGATA/IIT

ICN2

SUPERCAPACITORS AND BATTERIES
Supercapacitor and battery electrodes
based on graphene have the ability to charge
electronic devices in seconds and deliver
energy for a long time.

BRAIN SENSOR The unique properties of
graphene have been used to make electronic
sensors for brain monitoring. This could be
used for early detection of an epileptic seizure
with sufficient notice to allow the patient to selfmedicate. It can also be used for intraoperative
brain mapping during brain surgery.

CHALMERS UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY

MOMODESIGN/IIT

THE UNIVERSITY OF CAMBRIDGE/EMBERION/NOKIA/ICFO

ELECTRONIC NOSE Pollution and poor air
quality is a major cause of health issues
worldwide, and accurate, real-time monitoring
is essential. Graphene-based gas sensors
can detect different gases such as nitrogen
dioxide at very low concentrations. The
electronic nose can monitor pollution, volatile
organic compounds and indoor air quality.

GRAPHENE FOR AEROSPACE Mechanical
behaviour, surface protection, fire resistance
as well as thermal and electrical conductivity
are only some of the potential graphene
applications for future aerospace manufacturing.
AIRBUS

HIGH SPEED DATA TRANSFER Datacom and
telecom systems are pushing the boundaries
of what they can achieve in terms of bandwidth,
speed and cost. Graphene-based technologies
have proven to be highly suited for highperformance optoelectronic devices and a new
generation of data transmission systems.

THALES/M-SOLV/IIT/
THE UNIVERSITY OF CAMBRIDGE

CNIT/ERICSSON/NOKIA/IMEC

ICN2/CSIC/BIST

THE UNIVERSITY OF TARTU

GRAPHENE IS
THIN One million times thinner than the diameter of a human hair.
STRONG A single layer of graphene is stronger than steel.
FLEXIBLE WELLNESS SENSORS The graphenebased wearable sticker will be able to measure
heart rate, blood oxygen saturation, respiration
rate, skin temperature, hydration and more.
Graphene makes it possible to measure more
wellness parameters than current wellness
monitors.
ICFO

GRAPHENE SUPERCAR This Mono track car
has body panels made from graphene carbon
fibre composite, which are lighter and stronger
than panels not containing graphene.
BAC/THE UNIVERSITY OF MANCHESTER/HAYDALE

FLEXIBLE WIFI RECEIVER Graphene’s thinness
and flexibility coupled with its high electrical
conductivity and ease of deposition have been
utilised in a flexible WiFi receiver, which can help
to enable the next wave of flexible technologies
for mobile devices.
AMO/RWTH AACHEN UNIVERSITY

FLEXIBLE AND TRANSPARENT Graphene is flexible and transparent.
CONDUCTIVE Conducts electricity better than copper.
THERMAL Highest thermal conductivity known to man.

